
SPRINT TO 
SURVIVE



This speed racing game aims to 
improve the preparedness of 
participants for the Ancestors’ 
Challenge, by developing their ability 
to continue to move quickly, despite 
the fatigue and efforts previously 
made.

 > Lined gymnasium or cones to use as 
lines

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS

SCHOOL LEVEL 
Kindergarten to Secondary 5

 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
Sprinting elimination game

DURATION 
10 to 20 minutes

LOCATION 
Gymnasium or outdoor field

SUBJECTS 
Physical education

 

SPRINT TO SURVIVE 



 > Identify or make a starting line and place a cone at the other end of the area, which is where 
participants will have to make their U-turn. Also, identify the penalty line, accompanied by its own 
U-turn line/cone, preferably perpendicular to the rest of the game.

 > The students are all placed behind the main starting line, next to each other.

 > Each student is assigned a number from 1 to 4 that they must memorize. Many people will have the 
same number.

 > The teacher yells a number. As soon as the number is pronounced, the students with the corresponding 
number start sprinting towards the other end of the field, make their U-turn, and sprint back to the 
starting line.

 > The student who arrives last (or first, at your discretion) will have to go to the penalty line.

 > When there is a certain number of students on the penalty line, the teacher yells the word 
“LIBERATION”. As soon as this word is pronounced, all the students on the penalty line sprint to their 
own U-turn line/cone, perpendicular to the normal sprints.

 > They will be then be able to return to the regular game with the others.

STEPS

SPRINT TO SURVIVE 



SPRINT TO SURVIVE 

ILLUSTRATION



SPRINT TO SURVIVE 

VARIATIONS

 > Always change the distance between the starting and U-turn line/cone depending on the level of the 
students.

 > You can change the rules that send students to the penalty line: for example, if he pushes or holds back 
another runner, if he commits a false start, if he dives to win a race, etc.

 > It is possible to release only one runner from the penalty area at a time.

 > Option to add a teacher’s signal so that all runners, regardless of their numbers, sprint at the same 
time. Thus, when the number 5 (for example) is announced, everyone on the starting line will have to 
run.


